Language log
Make a language log of the ways in which you a) use and b) hear speech around you over the next
three days and what kind of talk it is. You should complete the activity at the end of each day as a
kind of language diary.
Here’s an example from a student on a normal day:
Used

Heard
7am: woke up to Kiss FM on radio.
Mostly chat between presenters and intros to
tracks

7.20am: conversation with mum about last
night’s football match on TV.
Informal conversation with a bit of technical
jargon.

7.50am: conversation with friends at bus stop
and on bus to college.

7.55am: overheard conversation between bus
driver and controller on radio.

Mostly informal conversation with some slang.

Mostly information and instructions about
timings of service and traffic disruption.

11.10am: PowerPoint presentation to class on
Othello character development.
Used notes (prepared) but also answered
questions of other class members
(spontaneous).

5.30pm: various sales calls as part of evening
job.
Semi-scripted with some variation depending on
person I was calling.

In the example you can see that the student has not included everything she said or heard, but a
range of different things. In your language log think about some of the different types of language
you might have used.
Here are some pointers that will easily enable you to describe your language:






Informal
Formal
prepared/scripted
spontaneous
slang (very casual language that
might not be understood by different
age groups / people outside your
peer group)







jargon (technical language associated
with a particular job or activity)
dialogue (conversations involving
more than one participant)
monologues (spoken language
involving only one voice)
face-to-face
telephone conversation

Make your own grid to log your experiences of spoken language.
What do you notice about the different types of talk you’ve used and heard over the day?
Used

Heard

